COVID.ai Screening Solution
Bringing intelligent no-touch screening to the people
through AI-powered mobile apps & devices

COVID.ai revolutionises screening and testing
for the entire population to help curb the
spread of Covid-19 through data intelligence.

Why COVID.ai?
The COVID.ai screening solution ensures better, faster and
more cost-effective screening with real-time analytics that
help curb the spread and progression of Covid-19.

The touchless screening app empowers healthcare
workers to go out into the field and register citizens
leveraging facial recognition to ensure unique
results.
The mobile app then enables in-field screening
via the required Covid-19 legislative data, with
automated and prompted medical data capturing via
connected Bluetooth medical devices, such as
thermal if required.
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Finally, the mobile app enables geo-tagging, thereby
providing 1:1 citizen mapping to their medical
information, location and screening data. All of this
information is aggregated and analysed in real-time
to guide resource deployment and decision making
in response to Covid-19.
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Pricing Guide
Retainer:
A monthly retainer for setup and support of R50 000.00 excl. VAT. Minimum period of 3 months.

Packages:
ZAR

USD

Bronze

Includes data capture, geo-tagging, facial recognition registration, IMIE
& Mobile Number tracking

6.00

0.60

Silver

Includes Bronze package & ID verification with South African
Department of Home Affairs

7.50

0.75

Gold

Includes Silver package & OCR of ID, Drivers and/or Passports, Fraud
detection & serological Covid-19 testing

240

220

The COVID.ai Screening solution is available and
accessible to all healthcare providers across South
Africa.
The solution is optimised for 5’ to 10’ Android devices.
Devices, bandwidth, installation & training services are
contracted separately.
Covid-19 specific hardware for Gold Screening is R3 200
per device or $320. Azure hosting is included in the per
screening pricing.

How to access the COVID.ai Screening Solution
Follow these steps to access the app:
1.Check that your mobile device is Android or IOS compatible
2.Access App Source from your web browser
3.Search for the COVID.ai solution
4.Select and purchase the solution
5.Be part of revolutionising healthcare

Scan the QR code or visit
mintgroup.net/ai/covid-ai for more

